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CHAPTER 5 | BOUNDARY WORK AND COMPLEX ENGINEERING 

WORK 

Realizing coordination in a multiparty collaboration 
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Abstract 

This Chapter reports on my study of the relation between boundary work and coordination 

by examining empirically how four groups of engineers collaborated in the Gyakuten 

Project to develop the engineering design of a new production facility in Asia. I ask the 

question how collaborating parties enact boundary work to coordinate their work tasks in 

a complex multiparty collaboration. This question was motivated in part by the empirical 

puzzle how the boundary work enacted by collaborating parties to coordinate their work 

resulted in the timely realization of project objectives in one collaborative relation but 

resulted in substantial delays in another. The answer to this question lies in the way parties 

reconciled project requirements for coordination with organizational ones in view of their 

unfolding interests. Drawing upon insights from multiparty collaboration, coordination, 

and boundary literature, I put forward the theoretical argument that depending on parties’ 

unfolding interests, they may either mutually open up or create boundaries between them. 

When project and organizational interests remain aligned, parties may open-up 

boundaries, allowing for frequent and intense interactions that accommodate the relational 

complexity necessary to execute their knowledge-intensive work in a timely manner and in 

line with latest project objectives. However, when parties start to prioritize organizational 

over project requirements for coordination, they may raise boundaries between them, 

thereby preventing frequent and intense interaction with other parties. Failing to 

accommodate relational complexity, parties may coordinate so work tasks are completed 

as they perceive to have contractually agreed upon, yet not in line with latest project 

objectives.  
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5.1 Introduction 

When presenting its new long-term strategic outlook, the Japanese multinational (MNC) 

Mirai Corporation1 announced to reinforce its presence in Asia. It subsequently encouraged 

its Dutch subsidiary MiraiNL to expand production facilities into China. This new direction 

motivated MiraiNL to initiate the “Gyakuten Project”, a multiparty collaboration among four 

groups of engineers from China, Japan, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Over an eight-month 

period, the four parties closely collaborated to complete the basic engineering work for 

MiraiNL’s China plant. However, realizing project objectives within and across Gyakuten’s 

multiple collaborative relations actually proved quite challenging. Especially, the way actors 

achieved coordination presented us with an empirical puzzle: whereas Japanese and 

Chinese engineers were separated by multiple boundaries, they found a way to 

accommodate the relational complexity necessary to successfully coordinate their work. 

However, Dutch and Belgian engineers were separated by fewer boundaries, yet failed to 

do so and thereby prevented the timely realization of project objectives. In this Chapter, we 

examine how and why this happened, and therefore ask the research question: “How do 

organizational actors enact boundary work to coordinate work tasks in complex multiparty 

collaboration?”  

We define multiparty collaboration (MPC) as a form of cross-boundary collaboration 

that involves three or more groups of actors who work together towards realizing 

collectively agreed-upon outcomes (De Clercq et al., 2008, p. 1170; Levina, 2005; Levina and 

Vaast, 2008, p. 306). Organizations initiate MPCs, such as multiparty engineering projects, 

to pursue objectives that require the leveraging of diverse and often highly specialized 

expertise, while economizing on project costs (Davison et al., 2012; Paquin and Howard-

Grenville, 2013, p. 3; Provan, 1981, p. 496). But MPCs are also relationally complex, as work 

is simultaneously carried out in multiple collaborative relations (Das and Teng, 2002, p. 446; 

De Clercq et al. 2008, p. 1169-1170). Together with parties’ different knowledge, practices, 

and interests (Hardy et al., 2005, p. 58; Levina and Vaast, 2008), achieving coordination often 

proves challenging, leading to unforeseen costs and operational risks (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 

538). But regardless of their low success rates (Das and Teng, 2002), MPCs and other forms 

of cross-boundary collaboration are on the rise (Das and Teng, 2002, p. 445; De Clercq et al., 

2008, p. 1171; Zeng and Chen, 2003, p. 599). This makes it an interesting setting for studying 

coordination processes.  
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In inter-organizational collaboration literature, the challenge of achieving 

coordination (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 537) has been explained with reference to identity and 

legitimacy issues (Human and Provan, 2000; Paquin and Howard-Grenville, 2013). Literature 

has also highlighted the role of trust (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994), ambiguity around roles, 

responsibilities, and authority relations (Prins, 2006), power and status inequalities (Hardy 

and Phillips, 1998; Levina, 2005), and parties’ diverging interests (De Clercq et al., 2008; Zeng 

and Chen, 2003). We extend current understanding by offering an alternative explanation 

for why coordination in MPCs is often challenging, highlighting actors’ embeddedness in 

multiple nested contexts (Hinds et al., 2011, p. 179; Meyer et al., 2011, p. 236) that each pose 

their own coordination requirements: On the one hand, organizational actors need to 

comply with project coordination requirements, by aligning their practices with those of 

their collaborating parties (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 537), or by jointly developing new ones 

(Levina and Vaast, 2008). On the other hand, actors also remain embedded in their 

respective home organizations (Meyer et al., 2011) and thus need to comply with their 

practices and requirements for coordination. This balancing between project and 

organizational requirements for coordinating work, we argue, forms an essential yet 

understudied issue. If actors cannot rely on existing coordination practices due to the lack 

of a shared history (Human and Provan, 2000; Gulati et al., 2012, p. 539), but jointly creating 

new ones involves a balancing of project- and organization-level coordination 

requirements (Bamford et al., 2003; Das and Teng, 2002), then how do they coordinate? 

Further, conventional coordination theories suggest that coordinating work requires 

implementing appropriate design solutions (e.g., Eppinger et al., 1994; Gulati et al., 2012, p. 

537; Mihm et al., 2003). For such designed mechanisms to be effective requires a certain 

level of foresight from collaborative actors. It is however more likely that actors perceive 

appropriate coordination mechanisms according to their own bounded rationality (Gulati 

et al., 2012; March and Simon, 1958). Furthermore, in practice coordination challenges may 

manifest differently than actors had foreseen. As a consequence, designed mechanisms 

may not always be sufficient for achieving coordination.  

Practice-based studies have broadened our understanding of how coordination is 

achieved in practice, viewing coordinating work as an emergent and ongoing 

accomplishment (Faraj and Xiao, 2006; Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009). However, what has 

remained unclear is how work is coordinated within and across multiple collaborative 
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relations, such as in MPC. Further, we argue it fails to address the “boundary work” (Gieryn, 

1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010) involved in coordinating 

work in complex inter-organizational settings that require actors to reconcile competing 

coordination requirements. This is problematic as it leads to simplified understandings of 

coordinating processes as well as false attributions of MPC failure to cooperation rather 

than coordination issues (Gulati et al., 2012). 

To further our understanding of the relation between coordination and boundary 

work in MPC, we conducted a case study of the Gyakuten project. We found that alongside 

designed mechanisms, collaborating parties reconciled their competing coordination 

requirements through boundary work - the socio-symbolic processes through which actors 

(re-)negotiate or (re-)configure boundaries to achieve either greater integration or 

differentiation between actors from different practice contexts (Gieryn, 1983; Lamont and 

Molnar, 2002; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010). In fact, our findings reveal an anomaly in 

current understanding of the association between coordination and boundary work in MPC: 

In Gyakuten, actors’ boundary work was not aimed at reducing relational complexity but 

either succeeded or failed to accommodate the relational complexity necessary for realizing 

project objectives. Based on these findings, we develop a theoretical framework that 

illustrates the relation between coordination and boundary work in MPC.  

Our study develops three insights. First, we show how coordinating work in MPC 

requires emergent mechanisms alongside designed solutions. Second, we explain the 

relation between coordination and boundary work, and identify how organizational actors 

either succeeded or failed to accommodate the relational complexity necessary for realizing 

project objectives by opening-up or creating boundaries. Third, our study signifies how 

actors’ engagement in boundary work to balance competing coordination requirements is 

affected by their unfolding interests. We thus advance a way of understanding how the 

mechanisms through which coordination is achieved in practice may differ in form and 

effectiveness dependent on actors’ engagements in boundary work.  

 

5.2 Theoretical background 

 
5.2.1 Coordinating work in MPC  

We define “coordination” as the process through which actors structure their 
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interdependent actions in a way they believe will enable them to realize a collective 

performance (Faraj and Xiao, 2006, p. 1156-7; Malone and Crowston, 1990; p. 361; Okhuysen 

and Bechky, 2009, p. 469; Quinn and Dutton, 2005, p. 36). Achieving coordination asks for 

the alignment of parties’ actions. Coordinating work towards joint objectives in inter-

organizational collaborations is often challenging as it requires the effective alignment and 

adjustment of parties’ actions through appropriate structures, institutions, and 

relationships (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 533). This is more challenging in MPCs as they involve a 

division of work and interdependencies among multiple parties (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 538) 

and often span geographical and temporal distances, as well as national and professional 

boundaries (Levina and Vaast, 2008). 

MPCs are relationally complex collaborations as they comprise frequent and intensive 

interactions that simultaneously take place in multiple collaborative relations among 

collaborating parties who act based on localized norms, rules and knowledge (Boisot and 

Child, 1999; Child and Rodrigues, 2011, p. 807; Garud et al., 2011, p. 738). The absence of 

shared coordination mechanisms, together with actors’ different norms and objectives, can 

lead to higher levels of ambiguity, misunderstandings, and conflicts (Child and Rodrigues, 

2011, p. 807-808). In multiparty engineering projects, this can for instance lead to lower 

design quality and delays in realizing project objectives (Hegazy and Khalifa, 1996, p. 4.1). 

Hence, in view of MPCs’ relational complexity, successfully coordinating work within and 

across multiple collaborative relations is vital for realizing project objectives.  

Coordination scholars have furthered our understanding of the challenge of 

achieving coordination in MPC (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 546; Heath and Staudemayer, 2000). 

Coordination theory (Malone and Crowston, 1994) identifies a variety of design solutions 

aimed at reducing the complexity of MPC. Especially the idea that interactions and 

interdependencies between parties can be coordinated by pre-specified and pre-designed 

organizational structures, procedures, and mechanisms (e.g., Baldwin and Clark, 2000) has 

received widespread traction, such as in studies of alliances (Gulati et al., 2012) and 

multiparty engineering projects (e.g., Eppinger et al., 1994; Mihm et al., 2003). Similarly, the 

absence of appropriate design mechanisms would explain the problems frequently 

encountered in MPC, such as delays, cost overruns, poor constructability, and failure to 

realize project objectives (Hegazy and Khalifa, 1996, p. 4.1; Sosa et al., 2004, p. 1676).  

However, despite their importance, there are various reasons to believe that such 
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designed mechanisms may be insufficient for achieving coordination in MPC. First, 

designed mechanisms may be sufficient to achieve coordination when actors correctly 

anticipate coordination challenges. However, interactions among multiple heterogeneous 

actors may present unexpected situations that pose challenges to the execution of work 

tasks. Further, actors are likely to perceive coordination needs according to their own 

bounded rationality (Gulati et al., 2012; p. 539; March and Simon, 1958, p. 203). Second, 

organizational actors may have different interests and orientations (De Clercq et al., 2008; 

Zeng and Chen, 2003), leading to different understandings of what constitutes appropriate 

mechanisms for coordinating work. Third, MPCs may be a particularly challenging context 

for achieving coordination, due to parties’ multiple embeddedness (Hinds et al., 2011; 

Meyer et al., 2011), and asking for a balancing of coordination requirements of the project 

with those of their respective home organizations. Hence, relying solely on pre-specified 

mechanisms for achieving coordination in novel MPCs may not only be costly and time 

consuming but may also prove unrealistic and undesirable in practice. This becomes 

particularly important for multiparty engineering projects, as work tasks are often difficult 

to define and formalize in advance (Faraj and Xiao, 2006; Jarzabkowski et al., 2012, p. 908) 

and changes in parties’ project objectives, work scopes, and their interdependencies thus 

are inevitable (Hegaze and Khalifa, 1996, p. 4.1). Differences and dependencies will continue 

to emerge as the work evolves (Carlile, 2002, p. 449) and so, realizing project outcomes 

requires ongoing alignment and integration of actors’ specialized skills and expertise. A 

reconceptualization of coordination in this context is therefore called upon. In this context, 

it is worth examining how actors coordinate work in practice, for which we turn to more 

contemporary literature on coordination.  

 
5.2.2 Theorizing emergent coordination in MPC 

Recent literature views coordination as an emergent and dynamic process, attending to 

how work is coordinated in everyday practice (Faraj and Xiao, 2006, p. 1155; Okhuysen and 

Bechky, 2009, p. 469). It views coordination as an ongoing accomplishment, constituted by 

dynamic sequences of interrelated activities that are continuously created and adapted 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2012, p. 907), for instance through joint experimentation (Jarzabkowski 

et al., 2012, p. 908) and “on-the-spot” improvisation (Faraj and Xiao, 2006, p. 1157). This 

literature on emergent coordination acknowledges that while collaboration among 
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heterogeneous actors may yield strategic advantages, the many differences between actors 

can also lead to increased ambiguity around how to perform joint work tasks (e.g., 

Dougherty, 1992, p. 193; Kellogg et al., 2006, p. 39). Therefore, coordinating the multiple 

simultaneous interactions and interdependencies in MPC may not solely depend on proper 

design mechanisms but also on the everyday actions of collaborating parties.  

Practice-based studies of cross-functional collaboration provide valuable insights 

about how coordination takes place in everyday practice, such as the use of boundary 

objects (Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2002), dialogical coordination (Faraj and Xiao, 2006), enacting 

trading zones (Kellogg et al., 2006), and through joint assessment and consultation (Bruns, 

2012). Together, these studies provide valuable insight into how actors achieve 

coordination in boundary-spanning interactions within organizations, which may also be of 

relevance for understanding how organizational actors achieve coordination across inter- 

and intra-organizational boundaries. However, what has remained unclear is how work is 

coordinated within and across the multiple collaborative relations of MPC. Specifically, little 

is known about the “boundary work” involved in balancing project and organizational 

requirements for coordination. In the context of MPC, boundary work refers to the activities 

through which collaborating parties (re-)negotiate or (re-)configure boundaries between 

them. Related to coordinating work in MPC, actors enact boundary work to structure their 

interdependent actions towards realizing joint work tasks. We know that, depending on 

their interests, actors’ may draw, dissolve, or transform boundaries under different 

circumstances (e.g., Gieryn, 1983). Knowing little about the boundary work enacted in MPC 

is problematic since it is likely to shape how actors balance project and organization 

requirements to coordinate work. Hence, these observations motivate our inquiry into how 

collaborating parties in the Gyakuten project enact boundary work to coordinate their 

interdependent work tasks. 

 

5.3 Empirical setting and methods 

 
5.3.1 The Gyakuten Project 

We conducted an in-depth case study of the “Gyakuten Project”, a multiparty collaboration 

among four groups of engineers from China, Japan, Belgium, and the Netherlands (see 

figure 5.1 below). Together, they carried out the engineering design work to build a new 
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production facility for the Japanese multinational “Mirai Corporation” (henceforth MCorp) 

in China. MCorp is a global, technology-driven multinational corporation (MNC), ranked in 

the Forbes global 2000 index and listed on the Tokyo and Osaka stock exchange. MCorp’s 

headquarters and most of its subsidiaries are located in Japan, with others located in Asia, 

the United States, and Europe. Like many Japanese MNCs it operates in different industries, 

producing attractive products based on technological innovation. Gyakuten was initiated 

in early-2012 by “Mirai Netherlands” (henceforth MiraiNL), the Dutch subsidiary of MCorp 

and a key player in its main industries, producing high quality semi-manufactured materials.  

 

 
FIGURE 5.1 | Organizational chart Gyakuten Project 
 

At the time of the research, MiraiNL’s history was characterized by a sustained period 

of growth. However, the global financial crisis had stabilized market demand in Europe. 

MCorp nevertheless expected market-demand for MiraiNL-products to more than double 

in 2020, with nearly half of the demand-increase coming from Asia (documents). Especially 

China was viewed as a growth-market. As Korean and Chinese competitors were entering 

the market, MiraiNL was confronted with price pressures and margin squeezes 

(documents). To be in the best position, MCorp viewed it essential for MiraiNL to adopt a 

more aggressive approach towards Asia. To grow in scale, while remaining cost-efficient, 

MCorp therefore made a fixed capital investment that allowed MiraiNL to expand its 

production facilities into China. MCorp believed this facilitated its long-term market 

leadership ambition and prevented the rise of Chinese and Korean competitors from 

entering the world market as major players (documents). Hence, a new cornerstone of 
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MiraiNL’s strategy was to “capture the platform in China” with the Gyakuten Project. 

Gyakuten represents a case of both inter- and intra-organizational collaboration, 

involving engineers from two subsidiaries of MCorp, and two subsidiaries of “Ancone”, an 

internationally operating engineering contractor. Further, each group included engineers 

in different disciplinary areas (e.g. process engineering, mechanical engineering, electric 

and instrumentation, and architectural engineering). The MiraiNL-team consisted of project 

manager Patrick, engineering manager Daniel, and four senior engineers (3 Dutch; 1 

Japanese). In view of the limited capacity for Gyakuten inside MiraiNL, and to bridge the 

geographic distance between the Netherlands and China, assistance was sought with 

Japanese engineers from “Mirai Engineering Japan” (henceforth MirenJP), a Japanese 

division of MCorp that assists other divisions and subsidiaries in their engineering work. The 

MirenJP-team consisted of an engineering manager and five senior engineers (4 Japanese; 

1 Dutch). Engineering manager Naoki-san and engineers Kazuo-san and Shichirou-san had 

previously worked at MiraiNL and hence were familiar with its production technology. 

Project manager Patrick was responsible for both the MiraiNL- and MirenJP-team. Next to 

this, Dutch senior engineer Harry from MirenJP’s team functioned as a bridge between the 

two parties, facilitating the transfer of information and handling questions related to 

MiraiNL’s engineering design. 

Since MCorp had no experience with the rules and regulations involved in realizing 

a production site in China, they decided to outsource part of the engineering design work 

to the American engineering contractor “Ancone” - a Fortune 500 company that is listed on 

the New York stock exchange. Ancone’s worldwide affiliations work closely together with 

its various clients. For the intellectual property (IP) or “blackbox” part of Gyakuten’s 

engineering work, related to MiraiNL’s production technology, MCorp collaborated with 

Ancone’s Belgium-based subsidiary “Ancone Belgium” (henceforth AnconeBE). The 

AnconeBE-team consisted of project leader Ralph, project manager Dean, engineering 

manager Louis, and about ten engineers. Some AnconeBE members had supported MiraiNL 

in engineering projects in the past and hence, were familiar with its production technology. 

Ancone’s China-based subsidiary “Ancone China” (henceforth AnconeCN), was an attractive 

partner for the non-IP or “non-blackbox” part of the design work, related to the general 

infrastructure of MiraiNL’s China-plant. AnconeCN was experienced in executing projects in 

China and the selected economic zone. They had close relations with local suppliers, and 
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extensive experience with Chinese government regulations. The AnconeCN-team consisted 

of project leader Drew, project manager Meng Rui, engineering manager Yi Jue, and about 

forty engineers. Project leader Ralph was responsible for both the AnconeBE and 

AnconeCN-team, as well as overall coordination of Gyakuten. In practice however, 

AnconeCN’s project leader Drew also played an important role in leading Gyakuten’s China 

activities.  

The “Gyakuten Project” offers a promising setting for understanding how 

organizational actors enact boundary work to coordinate their work within and across the 

multiple collaborative relations of MPC. At the start of the research, the field researcher was 

informed that Gyakuten’s objective was fairly simple: to produce an exact copy of MiraiNL’s 

plant but with adjustments to Chinese local requirements. In practice, however, the 

engineering work involved various challenges that could not be sufficiently addressed by 

designed coordination mechanisms alone. As the project advanced, successive changes 

were made to Gyakuten’s technological scope, with implications to each party’s work scope. 

These scope changes made Gyakuten a relevant setting for studying emergent 

coordination processes. Further, accomplishing the design work, required close interaction 

among the four groups of engineers, who worked on different yet interrelated work scopes 

while remaining embedded in their respective home organizations. Furthermore, with 

MiraiNL’s IP protection policy in place, the project was strictly separated in AnconeBE and 

MiraiNL working on the blackbox part of the design work, and AnconeCN and MirenJP 

working on the non-blackbox part. Hence, pressured by the tight timetable for completing 

the “Front End Engineering” work, this required ongoing coordination that was often based 

on emergent mechanisms alongside designed solutions. 

 
5.3.2 Research methods 

We collected data in China, Japan, Belgium and the Netherlands over a one-year period. 

Access to the MiraiNL and MirenJP team was granted to the first author (henceforth field 

researcher) and facilitated by MiraiNL’s project manager Patrick. The field researcher had 

conducted prior fieldwork at MCorp between September 2009 and August 2010. Being part 

of MCorp’s daily life, and having visited its factories in Japan and the Netherlands multiple 

times, allowed the field researcher to observe and interact with its members as well as to 

get a feel for its technology and the products being made. Additionally, the field researcher 
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was re-granted access for follow-up research, between May 2012 and May 2013, in which 

Gyakuten presented itself as an interesting opportunity. MiraiNL project manager Patrick 

also assisted in obtaining access to Ancone. Access was negotiated initially to understand 

how collaboration challenges in this multiparty project were coped with in everyday 

practice. As our theorizing developed, we moved towards a focus on the relationship 

between coordination and boundary work in MPC. Table 5.1 provides details on the 

different sources of data collection. 

Interviews. The field researcher conducted 29 semi-structured interviews, which were 

all recorded and transcribed verbatim. Respondents included project management and 

engineers from MiraiNL [N=8], MirenJP [N=6], AnconeBE [N=3] and AnconeCN [N=4], as well 

as with MiraiNL’s steering committee for Gyakuten [N=6]. All interviews were conducted 

face-to-face with participants, either in their offices or in a reserved meeting room. The 

interviews with Gyakuten members lasted between one and two hours and covered three 

main topics: (1) participants’ views on Gyakuten, (2) encountered challenges, and (3) how 

participants tried to address them (see appendix). Interviews with Dutch and Belgian 

participants were held in Dutch, while the interviews with Chinese and Japanese members 

were held in English – Gyakuten’s working language.  

Documentary sources. Documents were collected from MCorp and Ancone. Event 

chronology and evolving meanings were traced to observe how Gyakuten unfolded over 

time (Langley et al., 2013, p. 6). Documentary sources included company information and 

press accounts, which provided insight into MCorp and Ancone’s histories and 

organizational structure, while also facilitating the interpretation of project-related data. 

Additional sources included project documentation about Gyakuten, related to MCorp and 

MiraiNL’s China strategy and future production site, project organization structure, 

schedules, proposals, and reports. They also provided information about Gyakuten’s 

intellectual property protection plan, and expert assessment reports. Drawings made by 

participants during interviews, to clarify project details, were also included in the analysis. 

Together, these materials captured project-level challenges and coordination practices, 

which were used to establish a timeline of events (see table 5.2 below) and to compare with 

our interview data.  

During her time at the different research sites, the field researcher also conducted 

participant observation of casual conversations with and among project members during 
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lunches, dinners, and project outings. Unfortunately, Gyakuten did not proceed with plant 

construction beyond Front End Engineering. This limited our ability to conduct further 

participant observation during the detailed engineering phase. Our understanding of the 

role of boundary work to achieve coordination in cross-boundary collaborations therefore 

derives primarily from interview data and from “the traces of work evident in project 

documentation” (Orlikowski, 2002, p. 255). While recognizing this limitation, we believe our 

findings nonetheless offer rich and interesting insights. 

 

5.3.3 Data analysis 

Data analysis started inductively and based on the principles of grounded theory (Strauss 

and Corbin, 1998) and process analysis (Langley, 1999). We iterated between the empirical 

data and existing theoretical perspectives in an iterative manner, following five phases: 

First, the field researcher noted initial impressions of the empirical material during fieldwork 

to construct a case narrative and chronology of Gyakuten. Initially, analysis of the material 

was fairly open and focused on how challenges in MPC were coped with in practice. Initial 

associations centered on: (1) collaboration, (2) boundaries, and (3) coordination. The last 

cluster was not part of the primary research question during data collection, but formed a 

central theme in the data. Participants described the complexity of Gyakuten, with each 

party working together with two other parties, as well as their coordination efforts to 

complete their engineering work. For instance, AnconeBE worked together with MiraiNL as 

well as with AnconeCN. They further described the challenges involved in arranging and 

structuring their work tasks. This inspired us to consider the role of coordination. 

Second, data was imported into the qualitative data analysis program Atlas.ti. To 

facilitate data management, we grouped the data according to: (1) the data collection 

method (interviews, informal conversations, and documents), (2) the project phase (site 

selection, feasibility study, front-end engineering, value engineering, project execution), (3) 

company and subsidiary affiliation (MiraiNL, MirenJP, AnconeBE, AnconeCN), and (4) role 

(project management or project member). To refine the timeline of Gyakuten (table 5.2), we 

identified key decision moments, which were the start of Gyakuten, the start of the 

“Feasibility Study”, approval of Front End Engineering, and the termination of Gyakuten. We 

then identified the scope changes, which were the initial scope, updated scope, confirmed 

scope, and optimized scope, as critical events. 
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TABLE 5.1 | Details on data collection 
Data 
source 

Use in the analysis 

Company 
documents  

MCorp  
• Annual strategy reports 
• Internal communication about China strategy MiraiNL 
• Organizational charts of MCorp 
• Organizational charts of project organization and 

members MCorp 
• Project schedules 
• Internal communication about technological 

requirements production process 
• Engineering drawings of layout China production site  
• MiraiNL report site selection phase for MCorp board 

meeting  
• MiraiNL Front End Engineering proposal for MCorp board 

meeting 
• MiraiNL Investment proposal for MCorp board meeting  
• Internal communication assessment project 

requirements and objectives by expert staff MCorp 
• Internal communication about IP protection plan 
• Internal communication about patent clearance process 

and assessment by expert staff MCorp 
• Internal communication assessment of scope change 
Ancone 
• Organizational charts of project organization and 

members Ancone 

Establish a timeline of 
events; captured project-
level challenges and 
coordination practices, 
which were used to 
triangulate our interview 
data.  

Other 
documents  

⁃  MCorp and Ancone company information and press 
accounts 

⁃  Drawings made by participants during interviews 

Provide information of 
organizations’ structures and 
histories, as well as 
facilitating the interpretation 
of project-related data; 
clarifying project details 

Interviews 
(N=29) 

29 interviews with 25 informants 
MiraiNL Steering committee (N=6) 
⁃  CEO Gerard 
⁃  Chief financial officer 
⁃  Strategy manager 
⁃  Director manufacturing 
⁃  Commercial director 
⁃  Supply chain manager 
MiraiNL-team (N=8) 
⁃  Project manager Patrick (3x) 
⁃  Engineering manager Daniel 
⁃  All senior engineers: Michiel, Rick, Ruud, Miyata-san 
MirenJP-team (N=6) 
• Engineering manager Naoki-san 
• All senior engineers: Harry, Kazuo-san, Shichirou-san, 

Fujimoto-san, Takao-san 
AnconeBE-team (N=3) 
• Engineering manager Louis 
• 2 key engineers: Bastien and Guillaume 
AnconeCN-team (N=4) 
• Project leader Drew 
• Project manager Meng Rui 
• Engineering manager Yi Jue 
• Lead engineer Ye Hao 

All interviews were recorded 
and transcribed verbatim for 
over 616 single-spaced 
pages. 
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Third, open-ended coding focused on: unpacking the complexity of Gyakuten and 

ensuing coordination challenges, the actions described by participants (Charmaz, 2014, p. 

121) to coordinate their work during their Front-End Engineering, and their outcomes. 

These first-order codes reflected participants’ language, such as “using change 

management document” and “keeping a record of steps in design process”. To come to a 

more manageable list of codes, we categorized them according to the coordination 

processes they were part of (sharing information, negotiating work tasks, and structuring 

work tasks) and the dyadic relation in which they were performed (AnconeBE-MiraiNL, 

AnconeBE-AnconeCN, AnconeCN-MirenJP, and MirenJP-MiraiNL). We then clustered first-

order codes into broader empirical categories and gave them descriptive labels, such as 

“using joint format for discussing technical questions” and “jointly prioritizing the reviewing 

of engineering drawings”.  

Fourth, we analyzed the relationships between first-order categories, for which we 

returned to our initial associations formed during fieldwork. These were related to the 

coordination challenges in Gyakuten. To this aim, we zoomed in on the two collaborative 

relations, AnconeBE-MiraiNL and AnconeCN-MirenJP (see figure 5.1), where complexity and  

subsequent coordination challenges manifested differently than expected and revealed 

emergent coordination processes. MCorp and Ancone expected coordination challenges 

between their European and Asian subsidiaries due to their geographical and temporal 

distances and associated boundaries. They also expected coordination challenges in the 

AnconeCN-MirenJP relation, due to (1) parties having never collaborated before, (2) 

speaking different languages, (3) heightened political tensions between the two countries2, 

and (4) trust issues resulting from MiraiNL’s strict IP protection measures. This relation 

further concerned inter-organizational collaboration, where parties were more likely to 

have different interests (De Clercq et al., 2008; Gulati et al., 2012; Zeng and Chen, 2003). The 

AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation also concerned inter-organizational collaboration, yet few 

coordination challenges were anticipated since parties spoke the same language, could 

share IP knowledge, and some AnconeBE members had worked with MiraiNL in the past. In 

practice, however, the way coordination challenges were successfully addressed in the 

AnconeCN-MirenJP relation stood in stark contrast with how interactions between 

AnconeBE and MiraiNL unfolded, characterized by substantial tensions, design problems, 

and delays. We then unpacked what exactly produced these unexpected patterns. 
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Fifth, we developed second-order theoretical themes such as “relational complexity” 

(Boisot and Child, 1999; Child and Rodrigues, 2011) to capture how the complexity of 

collaborative relations in Gyakuten posed coordination challenges at the level of the project 

and inside collaborative relations. We combined theoretical labels, such as “manifest 

complexity” (Barile and Saviano, 2011; Garud et al., 2011) and “relational complexity” to 

relate these second-order themes to the theoretical dimension “manifest relational 

complexity”, capturing how complexity is posing coordination challenges in practice.  

We then focused analysis on how actors addressed coordination challenges in their 

collaborative relations, specifically around jointly negotiating and structuring work tasks. 

We identified two contrasting coordination mechanisms (see figure 5.2 and 5.3) that 

emerged out of both existing and novel coordination practices. The two mechanisms 

differed in terms of how boundaries between collaborating parties were addressed. In most 

dyadic relations, parties developed improvised solutions for coordination that opened-up 

boundaries between them, thereby accommodating the relational complexity necessary 

for realizing project objectives. Yet in dyadic relations with AnconeBE, coordination 

solutions were developed in which they seemed to purposefully create boundaries in their 

relations with collaborating parties. Building upon literature on “boundary work” (Gieryn, 

1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010), we labelled these two 

improvised coordination mechanisms as “achieving coordination through opening-up or 

creating boundaries” and conceptualized them in our second theoretical dimension as 

“achieving coordination through boundary work”. Opening-up boundaries refers to actors 

from context A emphasizing a shared identity and creating shared work practices with 

actors from context B, through mutual and voluntary adaptation of their existing work 

practices. Creating boundaries refers to actors in context A differentiating their practices 

from other actors in that same context or when collaborating with actors from another 

context, for instance to individually coordinate work tasks. 

To further compare and contrast the two mechanisms, we narrowed our analytical 

focus around one critical event in Gyakuten’s chronology: its scope change from an 

“updated” to a “confirmed” scope. We thereby identified three elements for comparing the 

two coordination mechanisms, which we labeled as: (1) developing practices relationally or 

independently, (2) addressing coordination challenges by opening-up or creating 

boundaries, and (3) making interdependencies visible or invisible. 
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TABLE 5.2 | Timeline of Gyakuten 
Time Event history Details scope changes 
Jul-Sep 
2011 

Decision moment 1: Start of Gyakuten  
Phase 1: Site Selection “Initial” scope 
MirenJP joins project 
Organize workshop site selection process 
Start investigation industrial zones in China  
Define project specifications and scope  

- 1 preparation line & 1 production line 
- Utility areas 
- General infrastructure  

Oct-Dec 
2011 

Commercial negotiations selected industrial zone 
and Memorandum of Understanding 
Develop overall project schedule  
Arrange technology export license  
Selection of partners for engineering work in Europe 
and Asia 
Decision moment 2: Feasibility Study approved 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phase 2: Feasibility Study “Updated” scope 
Organize workshop impact Chinese regulations 
Outline project organization  
Estimate review with MirenJP 
Develop IP protection plan 
AnconeCN joins project 
Updated definition of technological scope 

- Bring only proven standard MiraiNL 
technology to China 

- Produce standard product types for 
local consumption and export while 
slowing down technology leakage 

- Possibilities for operational efficiency 
and simplicity remain to be 
confirmed. 

Jan-Mar 
2012 

Preparation of Front End Engineering proposal for 
board MiraiNL and MCorp 
Decision moment 3: Front End Engineering approved 
Phase 3: Front End Engineering “Confirmed” scope 
AnconeBE joins project 
Confirm project scope & determine appropriate 
investment; finalize before detailed engineering 
Outline division of roles, responsibilities and work 
scope for detailed project schedule 
Start working on basic engineering package 
Preparation of required permits 
Develop sales strategy 
Patent clearance and confirm freedom to operate  
Prepare IP protection plan specifying 
countermeasures for IP & know-how leakage risks 
during construction and operation  
Investigate appropriate legal structure 

- 1 preparation & 2 production lines 
- Site infrastructure for future 

investment to enable fast growth 
- Aimed for simplicity in operation and 

low investment solutions 
- Basically 'identical' standards to 

existing MiraiNL plant 
- IP protection for total production 

process (black box approach) 
- Bring conventional technologies 
- IP equipment sourced from known 

European suppliers 
- Safety at international standard 

Apr-Jun 
2012 

30% design review and cost estimate analysis 
Change in work scope AnconeBE and AnconeCN  
60% design review and cost estimate analysis 

 
“Optimized” scope 
- 1 preparation line & 1 production line 
- Minimize first step infrastructure Bring 

new cost competitive technologies 
unique to MiraiNL  

- More localized quality standards 
- IP protection only for key parts of 

production process 
- Increase local purchasing of 

equipment 

Jul-Sep 
2012 

Preparation investment proposal to Board MiraiNL 
and MCorp for start Project execution 
100% design review and completion of basic 
engineering design and cost estimate 
Prepare preliminary Chinese design package for 
permitting Chinese authorities  
Overall risk analysis with economic evaluation of 
business feasibility based on updated information 
Reconfirmation of China strategy 

Oct-Dec 
2012 

6-month value engineering phase requested 
Decision moment 4: Gyakuten aborted 

 

Phase 4: Value engineering  
Jan-Feb 
2013 

Decompose project organization Gyakuten  
Finish engineering work along optimized scope 
Complete basic engineering package 
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Sixth, we iterated between the data, our emergent understandings, and existing 

theories to develop an explanation for why these two different coordination mechanisms 

emerged, and their outcomes. We found that when parties remaining project oriented, they 

coordinated to complete their work in line with Gyakuten’s renewed project objectives. 

However, when prioritizing organization requirements, coordination was aimed at 

completing work tasks, yet this was not necessarily aligned with Gyakuten’s most recent 

scope changes. Instead, coordination was targeted at meeting parties’ obligations, as 

contractually agreed upon. We turned to literatures that articulate a sociological account of 

“interests” and “orientations” (Kaplan, 2008; Swedberg, 2003a; 2003b; Weber, [1922], 1978), 

to label these two orientations as “staying project-driven” or “becoming organization-

driven”, conceptualizing them under the dimension “unfolding interests and orientations”. 

This analytical process resulted in the process model visualized in figure 5.4. 

 

 
FIGURE 5.4 | Process model of boundary work to achieve coordination in MPC 
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Dutch design had to be translated into a Chinese design with full attention to Intellectual 

Property Protection (documents). In Gyakuten’s initial scope, the Chinese design should 

comprise a production site with one preparation and one production line, as well as related 

utility areas and infrastructures that were ready for future expansion. During the feasibility 

study, MiraiNL’s steering committee decided to update Gyakuten’s project scope. Now they 

would only bring proven standard technology into China as a way to “slow down 

technology leakage” (documents). But a more detailed study still had to confirm 

possibilities for operational efficiency, simplicity, and safety regulations. 

This study was conducted during “Front End Engineering” (phase 3). During an eight-

month period, four groups of engineers from AnconeCN, MirenJP, AnconeBE, and MiraiNL 

collaborated around (1) optimizing Gyakuten’s technological scope, (2) developing a cost 

estimate, (3) conducting the engineering-design work for Gyakuten’s basic engineering 

package, and (4) preparing permits for the Chinese government. Simultaneously, MiraiNL’s 

management further developed its sales strategy for the Asian market and ensured patent 

clearance, and freedom to operate together with expert staff at MCorp. MiraiNL realized 

that in a project such as Gyakuten, “IP and know-how leakage will occur” (documents). But 

to mitigate the diffusion speed of such knowledge, it had carefully designed an intellectual 

property protection (IPP) plan, according to which interactions between parties should be 

coordinated. According to the IPP plan, Gyakuten’s engineering work was divided in two 

parts. AnconeBE and MiraiNL would work on “a special order as complete blackbox 

concept” (documents), for which MiraiNL members visited AnconeBE’s office two days a 

week. AnconeCN and MirenJP were responsible for the “non-blackbox” part of Gyakuten’s 

basic engineering package. MirenJP members therefore visited AnconeCN’s office three to 

four days a week. Interfaces between the “black box” and “non-black box” part were 

managed on one side by MiraiNL and MirenJP project and engineering managers, and on 

the other side by AnconeBE and AnconeCN project and engineering managers, with 

AnconeBE’s project leader Ralph responsible for overall project coordination.  

 

5.4.1 Gyakuten’s coordination challenges 

In Gyakuten, knowledge-intensive engineering work was simultaneously carried out in 

multiple collaborative relations. While ensuring IP Protection, Gyakuten’s project design 

also posed substantial coordination challenges. The strict boundary between Gyakuten’s IP 
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and non-IP work prohibited direct contact between AnconeCN and MiraiNL, as well as 

between AnconeBE and MirenJP (see figure 5.1). It also complicated the sharing of 

information about MiraiNL’s engineering design with AnconeCN, which was mediated by 

either AnconeBE or MirenJP. Successful completion of the design work thus required 

frequent and intensive interaction within the multiple collaborative relations of Gyakuten. 

Our first question therefore concerns how the relational complexity and changing 

objectives of the Gyakuten Project posed coordination challenges. Table 5.3 illustrates our 

coding of how coordination challenges manifested at the project level and inside 

collaborative relations. Quotations are cross-references by letter (in parentheses) in the text.  

Project-level coordination challenges. Participants described Gyakuten as “quite 

complex” due to the involvement of multiple parties (see table 5.3, quote A). Since 

discussions about Gyakuten’s technological scope were ongoing, starting the basic 

engineering work proved not an easy one, as Dutch engineer Harry from MirenJP’s team 

vividly illustrated: 

 
Look, at that moment we were going to build two production lines, but eventually the plant would get 
eight lines or something. And then you’re applying all kinds of philosophies: Will I take groups of three 
[lines] or am I going to work with groups of two? Will I already put down [prepare] things for the future? 
All that kind of utilities, right? Because the production lines belonged to AnconeBE but of course 
everything around it was done in China. Well, all that kind of discussions, that’s actually pretty 
complicated.”  

 
Harry referred to the frequent and intensive communications for aligning work tasks 

between MiraiNL and MirenJP, as well as between MirenJP and AnconeCN. Coordinating 

proved quite challenging (see quote B), especially since parties had never engaged in a 

project like Gyakuten before and hence, as Harry explained: “there were many first times in 

this project”.  

Moreover, it was difficult to align the work of all parties due to their changing work 

scopes, as a MiraiNL engineer noted:  

 
It’s far from ideal to just say, okay I will divide it into this piece and into that piece because that creates 
all kinds of interfaces between the part that we do and the part that they do. And what we normally, 
yeah well, just settle at the table with an engineering firm . . . occasionally changes have to be made. 
Now you need to make really good agreements like what will we do? Where is the boundary? Where is 
your boundary? And that must fit together seamlessly. Well, that [the many interfaces between parties] 
doesn’t make it any easier. 
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TA
B

LE 5.3 | Exem
plary quotes of coordination challenges  

2
nd order them

es 
1

st order categories 
Exem

plary quotes 
1. Project-level 
coordination 
challenges 

A
. Identifying collaboration as com

plex 
due to the involvem

ent of four parties 
A

. “This collaboration w
as quite com

plex, w
ith four different parties actually. Betw

een 
A

nconeBE, A
nconeCN

, w
ith M

irenJP and M
iraiN

L.” (A
nconeCN

) 

 
B. Identifying coordination of inform

ation 
sharing as challenging due to intensive yet 
indirect com

m
unication betw

een 
collaborating parties 

B. “W
e received [m

any] questions from
 A

nconeCN
 about substantive technical things . . . that 

they actually needed inform
ation from

 us here. That never w
ent directly, it w

as alw
ays 

m
ediated by our Japanese colleagues. Then w

e received a request to exam
ine som

ething for 
them

, and that [the outcom
e] w

as also returned via that route. That [IPP] plan w
as actually put 

together quite nicely but . . . the coordination still had to happen.” (M
iraiN

L) 
2. Coordination 
challenges inside 
collaborative relations 

A
nconeCN

-M
irenJP 

C. Indicating physical barrier in 
A

nconeCN
’s office betw

een Chinese and 
Japanese engineers as a w

ay to prevent IP 
leakage 

C. “In the task office, the layout w
as like this [m

aking a draw
ing]. H

ere is the door [pointing at 
draw

ing]. This is [the] task office, so you need a card to open the door. There w
as the desk for 

A
nconeCN

 engineers. A
nd even inside the task area there is also the separated isolated area. 

These doors [pointing at draw
ing] . . . you are sitting inside of the doors, because doing the 

project in China, m
ost im

portant things w
e had to achieve w

as how
 to keep the intellectual 

property [protected] right? . . . [So] that inform
ation should not outflow

 to the Chinese . . . That 
w

as the reason to isolate.” (M
irenJP) 

 
D

. Identifying different w
orking styles 

A
nconeCN

 and M
irenJP engineers in 

creating engineering draw
ings 

D
. “O

ur Chinese engineers doing things very fast. H
ard w

ork, very quick. O
ur Japanese 

colleagues are w
orking in very detail. So, for any sm

all questions, he w
ants to dig out the very 

detailed level to support” (A
nconeCN

) 
 

A
nconeBE-M

iraiN
L 

E. Identifying different interpretations of 
contractual agreem

ents as source of 
conflict betw

een A
nconeBE and M

iraiN
L  

E. W
here w

e put em
phasis on ‘copy’, the custom

er em
phasized ‘sm

art’. A
nd all the ideas they 

had, had to be included in the project. But that takes tim
e and sorting out. A

nd then all hell 
breaks loose because that can have consequences both in m

oney and tim
e.” (A

nconeBE) 

 
F. Indicating different expectations 
A

nconeBE and M
iraiN

L of project 
objectives G

yakuten 

F. “So later it proved that the expectations [about objectives] didn’t quite m
atch after all.” 

(A
nconeBE) 
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When starting Front-End Engineering, Gyakuten’s scope changed from an ‘updated’ to a 

‘confirmed’ scope. The engineering design now comprised one preparation line and two 

production lines, which were to be realized by bringing in conventional technologies. 

Parties were to aim at simplicity in operations and low investment solutions, with basically 

identical standards to MiraiNL’s existing plant in terms of quality (documents). However, a 

few months into the project, in mid-2012, Gyakuten’s scope changed again. In this 

‘optimized’ scope, MiraiNL had decided to return to its original idea of one preparation line 

and one production line, but now bringing in new cost competitive technologies that were 

to double production capacity, and hopefully lead to a significant reduction of production 

costs. Further, parties were now expected to aim for more localized standards for quality 

and minimize first-step infrastructure. Together, these changes asked for amendments to 

parties’ work scopes, which led a MiraiNL engineer conclude that “the more you divide, the 

more difficult it gets”. To further understand how collaborating parties navigated these 

coordination challenges, we now turn our discussion to how they manifested in two 

collaborations relations. We will first describe how the AnconeCN-MirenJP relation 

unfolded and then contrast it with AnconeBE-MiraiNL.  

Coordination challenges inside collaborative relations: AnconeCN-MirenJP. Gyakuten 

members described various coordination challenges posed by the ambiguity in their 

interactions due to differences in actors’ working styles, interpretations and expectations 

around their work scopes, as well as to physical barriers. AnconeCN and MirenJP project 

management expected their collaboration would be particularly complex for two reasons. 

First, MirenJP and MiraiNL were absolutely terrified that IP knowledge would leak into 

China, which initially made them distrusting AnconeCN engineers. What was interesting 

however, AnconeCN’s project leader Drew explained, as Gyakuten proceeded, “MirenJP got 

more and more confident in our team in China”. Drew continued to describe how MiraiNL 

managers Patrick and Daniel, who regularly visited AnconeCN’s office, gradually changed 

their attitudes and started to view AnconeCN as a trustworthy partner: “But you can see 

over the course of six months or so that also Patrick and Daniel’s attitude changed. That 

they found themselves very comfortable to [the] Chinese and end[ed] up in a position 

where they trusted the China team much more than the Belgium team. Whereas the day we 

started they didn’t want to trust anyone in China.” Patrick confirmed Drew’s observation, 

and which strongly contrasted with his experience in Belgium:  
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It was always comforting to be in China because there you saw mutual respect . . . Surrounded by 
security, one could talk about everything. Everyone wants this project to be a success. As intense as I felt 
that in China, so absent . . . did I miss that in Belgium. 

 
Despite mutual respect growing between parties, Gyakuten’s IPP plan still posed 

challenges to task execution (see quote C). For example, one protection measure was a 

physical boundary that demarcated an isolated area inside AnconeCN’s project space that 

was only accessible for MirenJP members. While forming an essential part of MiraiNL’s IPP-

plan, this physical barrier also prevented communication between the two parties. Hence, 

one coordination challenge concerned how to facilitate interaction among AnconeCN and 

MirenJP members while securing IP protection? 

A second reason concerned the different working styles of AnconeCN and MirenJP 

engineers in producing the engineering design drawings (quote D). MirenJP members 

worked very precisely and with a great focus on details. AnconeCN members, in contrast, 

prioritized the timeframe and budget for completing the design work, and therefore 

worked quickly but less detailed. Similarly, MirenJP’s engineer Takao-san explained how 

AnconeCN engineers used different symbols to represent details in their design drawings: 

“… some described in this range and for meter like this [illustrating the difference with a 

drawing]. The style of this line is also different”. Together with the different work approach, 

Takao-san noted, these small differences in practices made it difficult to produce a good 

quality design: “Our request is at this level [raising his hand] but the output is like this 

[lowering it again]. They can’t reach this level, but our request was there. So, there’s a gap 

[and] so we must find a principle of management.” Together with Gyakuten’s scope 

changes this resulted in the practical challenge of how to do more work while working 

differently?  

AnconeBE-MiraiNL. Compared to their Asian counterparts, AnconeBE and MiraiNL 

project and engineering managers anticipated their collaboration would be considerably 

less complex since they spoke the same language, were able to share IP-knowledge, and 

some of their engineers had worked together in the past. In practice, however, achieving 

coordination proved more challenging. While contractual agreements should have 

provided a shared understanding about AnconeBE’s part in Gyakuten, parties soon 

discovered their vastly different understandings of “what [exactly] had been contractually 

agreed upon” (quote E). This, AnconeBE’s engineering manager admitted, “haunted us for 

six months”. AnconeBE’s engineering manager Louis explained that particularly the notion 
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of “smart copy” was left “open for interpretation” and proved “most disturbing”: 

 
Copy’ is in fact simple, ‘carbon copy’ is also easy to interpret, but ‘smart copy’… That is what it said in 
the contract, but what is ‘smart copy’? It’s the same, but with amendments. And that’s where the grey 
area starts right? Is that one amendment? Or is it a hundred amendments? 

 
But, as MiraiNL’s project manager Patrick elaborated, this term ‘smart copy’ had 

deliberately been included in the contract because MiraiNL wanted to be able to make 

amendments to Gyakuten’s technological scope, after a more detailed study had been 

completed. For AnconeBE this implied however that they had to be able to integrate 

MiraiNL’s variable requests in their work schedules. In practice, this proved rather difficult 

to reconcile with organizational requirements to stay within project budget. Hence, while a 

MiraiNL manager bluntly stated that they had to deal with “a project manager who just 

didn't understand the [project] scope”, AnconeBE members nuanced this, explaining that 

time and budget restrictions were the cause of their heated arguments with MiraiNL around 

the exact meaning of “smart” in their contractual agreements. As their collaboration 

advanced, parties were unable to resolve the issue and in fact, Gyakuten’s final change 

towards a ‘revised’ scope further exacerbated it (quote F). Hence, over time the AnconeBE-

MiraiNL relation confronted greater coordination challenges than parties had initially 

anticipated. A coordination challenge for AnconeBE was: how to continue to collaborate 

with MiraiNL while being unable to do all the work requested?  

 
5.4.2 Coordinating and boundary work 

In view of the challenges posed by Gyakuten’s relational complexity, achieving 

coordination proved not an easy task. When coordination challenges manifest differently 

than anticipated, coordinating work tasks requires actors to develop new coordination 

mechanisms alongside the ones designed in advance. In practice, this requires 

collaborating parties to balance project requirements for coordination with those of their 

respective home organizations. We argue that boundary work is likely to play an important 

role in this balancing act. Our second question therefore addresses how organizational 

actors in Gyakuten engaged in boundary work to coordinate their work tasks. To 

summarize, we found that novel mechanisms for coordination emerged to tackle 

coordination challenges, and which were constituted by improvised sequences of situated 

actions. Specifically, we found that parties’ boundary work (either “opening-up boundaries” 

or “creating boundaries”) resulted in different mechanisms to emerge in the AnconeCN-
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MirenJP relation and the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation (see figure 5.2 and 5.3), and which 

variably accommodated the relational complexity necessary to complete work tasks in line 

with Gyakuten’s evolving project objectives. In the analysis below, we contrast the two 

mechanisms along three dimensions: (1) the boundary work enacted, (2) addressing 

coordination challenges, and (3) making interdependencies visible or invisible. Table 5.4 

illustrates our coding process. Again, quotations are cross-referenced by letter (in 

parentheses) in the text. 

Opening-up boundaries to jointly coordinate work tasks: AnconeCN-MirenJP. In view of 

Gyakuten’s scope changes, AnconeCN and MirenJP engineers confronted the challenges of 

(1) how to facilitate interaction among AnconeCN and MirenJP members while securing IP 

protection and (2) how to do more work while working differently. Designed coordination 

solutions, such as regular project management meetings, did help to monitor progress and 

share issues but proved insufficient in resolving these challenges. Instead, a MirenJP 

member described how parties started improvising: “we shared some ideas to solve this 

problem with each other . . . [and] chose the best one at that moment”. To summarize, 

parties opened-up boundaries to engage in sequences of improvised actions that allowed 

for the frequent and intense interaction necessary to complete work tasks in line with 

Gyakuten’s changing project objectives. Japanese and Chinese engineers relaxed the 

physical boundary separating their respective office spaces. They resolved differences in 

working styles by developing joint practices relationally and making work visible. We 

conceptualized this sequence of activities as “opening-up boundaries to jointly coordinate 

work tasks” and which, according to a MirenJP engineer, “worked pretty nicely”.  

Opening-up boundaries. Before the work for the non-blackbox part of the engineering 

design could begin, AnconeCN and MirenJP first had to find a way to cope with the physical 

barrier that separated their office spaces. MirenJP’s project manager Naoki-san described 

how this proceeded: 

 
So, there was a mood here. A lot of . . . design discussions ongoing. And then Ye Hao – I think he was 
quite curious. And of course, he himself must [have] had a feeling to start the design. So, he also needs 
information, which was discussed a lot in here [MirenJP’s isolated office area]. And he was moving, 
and starting questioning very simple things . . . And of course, they had to read [plan] the engineering 
process. The process is the first phase to develop. They have to hurry. And day-by-day we repeated 
like this. 
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TA
B

LE 5.4 | Exem
plary quotes of achieving coordination through boundary w

ork 
2

nd order them
es 

1
st order categories 

Exem
plary quotes 

3. O
pening-up 

boundaries to jointly 
coordinate w

ork tasks 

3a. O
pening-up 

boundaries 
G

. M
irenJP engineers w

orking alongside 
A

nconeCN
 engineers (to overcom

e 
physical barrier in A

nconeCN
’s office) 

G
. “A

nd also Takao-san, other w
ay . . . the opposite. [O

ur] civil engineer 
w

as sitting here [pointing at a draw
ing that indicated A

nconeCN
’s non-

secured office space]” (M
irenJP) 

 
 

H
. A

nconeCN
 engineers discuss their 

draw
ings and receive feedback from

 
M

irenJP engineers face-to-face (to 
overcom

e differences in w
orking styles) 

H
. “W

e can discuss questions face to face to show
 the com

m
ents and the 

draw
ings directly . . . [A

nd] w
e alw

ays check on the client’s feedback [if 
w

e] understand client’s com
m

ents.” (A
nconeCN

)  

 
3b. D

eveloping new
 

practices relationally 
I. A

nconeCN
 engineers recording the 

steps taken in their design w
ork, 

enabling the quick identification of 
m

istakes 

I. “A
nd w

e have to keep our record, keep every step. So, if som
ething 

[w
ent] w

rong w
e can check it. W

e can go back and check w
hy this thing 

is w
rong.” (A

nconeCN
) 

 
 

J. M
irenJP using A

nconeCN
's form

at for 
discussing technical questions 

J. “A
lso w

e use the TQ
 [technical query] w

ith our Japanese colleagues. 
W

e generate a lot of TQ
’s [w

ith] our Japanese colleagues.” (A
nconeCN

) 
 

 
K. A

nconeCN
 and M

irenJP engineers 
jointly prioritizing the review

ing of 
engineering draw

ings 

K. “Som
etim

es they w
ill ask us w

hich of the draw
ings is the first priority? 

The second priority? They w
ill review

 this first priority first. A
nd all the 

docum
ents w

ith less im
pact for the cost they w

ill do later.” (A
nconeCN

) 
 

3c. M
aking w

ork 
visible  

L. A
nconeCN

 and M
irenJP engineering 

m
anagers jointly discussing technical 

questions that are still pending in a 
tim

ely m
anner 

L. “A
nd w

e often go through the [technical query] list, w
hich question is 

fixed? W
hich one is still pending? A

nd yes, the response is very good. 
They alw

ays review
 the list very tim

ely.” (A
nconeCN

) 

 
 

M
. M

irenJP and A
nconeCN

 engineers 
creating transparency about w

hat is 
included in A

nconeCN
’s engineering 

draw
ings by using a shared com

m
ents 

list for review
ing 

M
. “Like w

hen w
e finish the draw

ings, our Japanese colleagues review
 

one sentence by one sentence, and put together a com
m

ents list. Then 
release to us. So, w

e review
ed the com

m
ents list and update it. O

ur 
Japanese colleagues record w

hich day the list w
as closed and w

hich one 
is opened. So, in the end w

e have a clearly status. So, it’s very transparent 
at the end w

hat you have, w
hat w

e don’t have in the draw
ings.” 

(A
nconeCN

) 
4. Creating 
boundaries to 
independently 
coordinate w

ork tasks  

4a. Independently 
enacting existing 
practices 

N
. A

nconeBE project and engineering 
m

anager develop a new
 budget to get 

out of the im
passe w

ith M
iraiN

L 

N
. “So w

e w
anted to get out of the im

passe. The status of the offer six 
m

onths earlier and the idea of the client today w
asn’t one on one 

anym
ore. W

e then decided to take a snapshot of today, and w
ith the 

inform
ation w

e got from
 the client plus w

hat the client w
ants in the end 

[to] m
ake a new

 budget.” (A
nconeBE) 
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O
. A

nconeBE using their change 
m

anagem
ent docum

ent for 
com

m
unicating extra tim

e and costs 
involved in am

endm
ents of contractual 

agreem
ents 

O
. “W

e have a ‘change m
anagem

ent’ form
at. W

hen w
e think they 

[clients] are asking for an am
endm

ent of the basic docum
ent [the 

contract], then on the one hand w
e are going to put on paper w

hat 
exactly that is, and on the other hand estim

ate how
 m

uch it w
ill cost, so 

that the client – w
ithin a certain am

ount of tim
e after inform

ing [us] – 
also gets to see the extra costs and the extra tim

e it m
ight take us to do 

it. A
nd then the client can decide, I w

ill or I w
ill not do it.” (A

nconeBE) 
 

4b. Creating 
hierarchical 
boundary for task-
approval 

P. To stay w
ithin budget, A

nconeBE 
project m

anagem
ent urged its 

engineers not to start their engineering 
w

ork before contractual agreem
ents 

w
ith M

iraiN
L w

ere clarified  

P. “Yes then the consequence is, the technical people I w
ork w

ith closely, 
they say yeah but…

 w
e see som

ething com
ing up and w

e had to hit the 
brake, and they [M

iraiN
L engineers] had to push us to proceed, but w

e – 
from

 our side [A
nconeBE project m

anagem
ent] – got the m

essage from
, 

w
ell, w

ho? There are still som
e agreem

ents that aren’t clear. W
e first 

w
ant those clarified. Because m

aybe you start som
ething and then they 

say no w
e didn’t m

ean it like that, you should do it like this. Yes w
ell, w

ho 
is going to pay for that? Because that’s alw

ays the issue, right?” 
(A

nconeBE) 
 

4c. M
aking w

ork 
invisible 

Q
. A

nconeBE engineers w
orking on their 

ow
n and unw

illing to share their outputs 
before finalization.  
 

Q
. “O

ur guys [at A
nconeBE] w

ere very reluctant to share that 
[inform

ation about the cost estim
ate] w

ith Patrick, and there w
as a bit – 

especially in Belgium
 because they w

ere a bit…
 they didn’t w

ant to 
present the num

ber until they w
ere finished. (…

) Patrick w
as very upset 

because he had a board m
eeting to go to and he needed som

e 
indication of w

here w
e w

ere going. So, there w
as a big…

 he happened 
to be in China w

hen this dispute stirred up.” (A
nconeCN

) 
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Naoki-san added that within a week, AnconeBE’s lead engineer Ye Hao was allowed access 

to MirenJP’s isolated office area to facilitate communication between the two parties: “as 

far as somebody is inside, he can get in”. MirenJP’s engineer Takao-san did the opposite, 

and often worked among AnconeCN engineers in the non-secured office space (see table 

5.4, quote G). Solutions such as these allowed parties to work closely together while not 

compromising on IP-protection. It also allowed them to overcome differences in working 

styles. For instance, AnconeCN engineers regularly showed their “comments and drawings 

directly” to their MirenJP counterparts to receive feedback for further improvements (quote 

H). AnconeCN’s engineering manager Yi Jue explained: “So we design, and we work fast and 

our Japanese colleagues check [very detailed] the engineering deliverables and send us 

back the comments. Then we sit together to review the comments and we make revisions 

for the plans.”  

Developing new practices relationally. To combine requirements for timely task 

completion and delivering design work with the right quality, AnconeCN and MirenJP 

engineers described their search for “a principle of management”. To this aim, parties jointly 

developed various new practices (see figure 5.2). MirenJP for instance asked Chinese 

engineers to keep a record of steps taken in the design process. This enabled parties to 

check where something went wrong (quote I). When confronted with Gyakuten’s scope 

change, AnconeCN was asked to take on a larger portion of the engineering work. To “fix 

this issue”, parties then started to jointly review progress, for which MirenJP’s engineering 

manager Naoki-san joined AnconeCN’s weekly progress meetings. To further smooth their 

collaboration, the MiraiJP-team adopted AnconeCN’s “technical query” (TQ) document 

format (J). This triggered other practices, such as keeping a joint list of which TQ’s were still 

pending and which ones had been resolved. This query list was also used for jointly 

prioritizing work tasks (K): “So we will mark which of the drawings you [MirenJP] should 

review as a first priority, which of the drawings you can treat as second priority. And which 

one is not [a] big issue and you can review later” (AnconeCN).  

Making work transparent and visible. Before AnconeCN proceeded with the cost 

estimate analysis, MirenJP members first reviewed AnconeCN’s design work. In this process, 

the shared TQ (L) and comments lists (M) were regularly reviewed and updated. This helped 

to identify issues in a timely manner. For instance, Yi Jue described how this procedure 

made transparent at the end what was and was not included in the engineering drawings, 
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and was “the guarantee we can achieve the project schedule”. The way AnconeCN and 

MirenJP developed a “systematic way to complete the job” (MirenJP) and monitor progress 

enabled them to complete more work within the given timeframe while being able “to 

deliver very high engineering deliverables” (AnconeCN). Hence, by opening-up boundaries, 

developing joint coordination practices and making their work visible, parties were able to 

accommodate the relational complexity necessary to secure the close alignment and 

integration of their work in line with Gyakuten’s changing project objectives. 

Creating boundaries to individually coordinate work tasks: AnconeBE-MiraiNL. AnconeBE 

was confronted with the challenge of working together with MiraiNL, while feeling unable 

to do the work requested of them. Designed solutions such as MiraiNL being present in 

AnconeBE’s office two days a week, and regular project management meetings, allowed 

parties to identify the problem around AnconeBE’s work scope, yet was unable to resolve 

it. Instead, AnconeBE resolved its challenge by creating boundaries that did not allow for 

frequent and intense interaction with collaborating parties, allowing them to coordinate 

work independently, and making their work invisible. We conceptualized this sequence of 

activities as “creating boundaries to independently coordinate work tasks”. As we explain 

below, this did allow AnconeBE to continue its collaboration with MiraiNL, yet prevented 

work tasks being aligned with those of other parties and Gyakuten’s changing project 

objectives. 

Independently enacting existing practices. When specifying the work tasks of the 

technical disciplines to produce the engineering design for Gyakuten’s blackbox part, 

AnconeBE project management soon discovered a difference in interpretation of their 

contractual agreements with MiraiNL (see figure 5.3). This concerned which parts of the 

design-work that MiraiNL members requested them to do actually fell under AnconeBE’s 

work scope – as specified in their contract. To reach agreement, AnconeBE first tried to 

follow MiraiNL’s interpretation. Project management used AnconeBE’s existing “change 

management” procedures to notify MiraiNL about the consequences of the changes they 

perceived MiraiNL had requested (quote N and O). AnconeBE’s engineering manager Louis 

explained this was a standard procedure within AnconeBE: “[This is] our procedure, our way 

of working. The moment that we get a question from the client or we see that there’s going 

to be an impact somewhere, then we have to formally report that.” Unfortunately, this 

procedure did not lead to a satisfactory solution MiraiNL rejected proposed adaptations. 
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MiraiNL reasoned their requests were no amendments but just an elaboration of “smart 

copy” as stated in the original agreement. AnconeBE’s therefore had to find a different way 

to resolve their challenge of continuing their collaboration with MiraiNL while being unable 

to do all the work requested. In subsequent meetings, AnconeBE and MiraiNL project 

management therefore got together to return to the original contract and “do another 

reading of everything that’s on paper . . . [to determine] what is expected from each of the 

disciplines” (AnconeBE). These discussions allowed AnconeBE to at least get some things 

approved by MiraiNL, as well as part of the work being transferred to AnconeCN. 

Creating boundaries. As their collaboration continued, however, this partial agreement 

did not resolve AnconeBE and MiraiNL’s issues. Subsequent changes made to Gyakuten’s 

technological scope necessitated parties to revisit their agreements about AnconeBE’s work 

scope. To get the design work started, MiraiNL project management informed its engineers 

as soon as they achieved verbal consensus about tasks with AnconeBE. MiraiNL engineers 

could then start assigning specific tasks to their AnconeBE counterparts. They thereby 

observed, however, that while verbal agreement had been given by AnconeBE project 

management, their engineers refused to execute the tasks assigned to them. Namely, to 

remain within the original budget, AnconeBE management had implemented a hierarchical 

structure for engineers to obtain task approval (P). Since AnconeBE’s project management 

perceived it impossible to deliver all that MiraiNL requested of them, they sometimes only 

agreed to the “content” of particular tasks, but then “put a magnifying glass to the wording 

of the contract” as a way to decide whether assigned work tasks could be disregarded or 

adapted. As one AnconeBE engineer noted, “Our director is a bit rigid I think. Time is money 

so he doesn’t like to do things for nothing of course.” He continued describing that while 

MiraiNL members could assign him work tasks, their actual execution first had to be 

approved by AnconeBE management: 

 
So, if MiraiNL engineers ask me something, then the management at our side tells us: "yes, but you 
shouldn't start with that because we didn't reach agreement about that yet." And the customer says to 
his people: "everything is fine". So, these people expect something and I say "Yes but I won’t start 
because apparently that is not yet clarified. I won’t begin because I'm not sure if I will see my money." 

 
Making work invisible. Creating this boundary between MiraiNL engineers assigning 

work tasks and AnconeBE project management approving them allowed AnconeBE to 

continue their collaboration with MiraiNL while also complying with organizational 

requirements to stay within project budget. It provided AnconeBE project management the 
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space to approve only those tasks they perceived as having been formally agreed upon. For 

MiraiNL engineers, the separation between task assignment and task approval activities 

obfuscated what their counterparts were actually working on, despite parties working side-

by-side for two days a week. Similarly, related to developing Gyakuten’s cost estimate, 

AnconeBE engineers were unwilling to share their outputs before finalization (Q). By making 

their work outputs inaccessible, AnconeBE prevented the monitoring of their work and 

interdependencies, forcing MiraiNL to rely on agreements reached at project management 

level. As such, MiraiNL engineers still assigned work tasks to their Belgium counterparts but 

had no way of knowing whether they were actually carried out and their alignment with the 

work carried out by other parties.  

Hence, creating boundaries, independently coordinating work tasks, and making 

work invisible, allowed AnconeBE to address its coordination challenge. Prioritizing 

organizational requirements to finish the project on time and within budget, it allowed 

AnconeBE to orient their actions towards completing work tasks in line with how they 

perceived collaboration objectives had been contractually agreed upon. However, the way 

AnconeBE project management achieved coordinated prevented the frequent, intense, and 

diverse interactions among their and MiraiNL engineers that was necessary to secure the 

integration and alignment of their work in line with Gyakuten’s changing project objectives. 

A MiraiNL engineer admitted their collaboration with AnconeBE “didn’t go well” and “was 

rather complicated”. But it was only during the design completion phase that MiraiNL 

engineers discovered large parts of the engineering design were missing: “And then you 

are confronted with, well . . . that they start to do things on their own, of which [at the end] 

you see that it wasn’t right, or weren’t the right things.” Furthermore, despite being part of 

the same organization, the work approach of the AnconeCN- and AnconeBE-team had been 

completely different, leading to incompatibility of their final documents. Yet, by that time 

“it was actually already too late”. Their contract with AnconeBE had ended and MiraiNL was 

left with no other option than to take its loss. To rescue what had already been invested in 

the project, the MiraiNL-team took design completion back into their own hands, which 

provided them six months of additional work.  

Unfortunately, with “persistent stagnation in Europe” as well as “slowing growth” in 

China and other emerging markets (strategy documents), MiraiNL eventually decided to 

put Gyakuten on hold. As MCorp’s global economic outlook became “increasingly 
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uncertain” in the face of the global financial crisis, it reinterpreted its China-strategy from 

reinforcing their presence and expanding operations towards prioritizing cultivating 

customers (documents). Subsequently, MiraiNL postponed Gyakuten’s Project Execution 

phase until later notice. 

 

5.4.3 Boundary work and parties’ unfolding interests and orientations 

The above-described coordination mechanisms enabled collaborating parties to achieve 

coordination, in the sense of structuring their actions in a way they believed contributed to 

the realization of project objectives. They however differed in terms of their outcomes: 

Despite having to do more work than initially anticipated, the work carried out jointly by 

AnconeCN and MirenJP was completed on time and in line with Gyakuten’s latest project 

scope. Despite being in a similar situation, AnconeBE failed to benefit from the knowledge 

and expertise of MiraiNL engineers. While they completed the work on time, it did not align 

with Gyakuten’s project objectives. To better understand why these two distinct 

mechanisms emerged, our third question addresses the association between boundary 

work and parties unfolding interests and orientations. We identified two distinct yet 

interrelated dimensions along which parties differed in terms of their unfolding interests 

and orientations: (1) securing versus assuming alignment of interests, and (2) showing 

versus hiding intentions. To summarize, in the AnconeCN-MirenJP relation, AnconeCN 

remained project-driven and enacted boundary work to jointly coordinate work tasks in line 

with Gyakuten’s subsequent scope changes. They did so by opening-up boundaries 

between the two parties. In the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation, in contrast, AnconeBE became 

organization-driven and enacted boundary work to independently coordinate work tasks 

in line with organizational requirements to meet their contractual obligations on time and 

within budget. They did so by creating boundaries between the two parties. Table 5.5 

illustrates our coding with quotations being cross-references by letter (in parentheses) in 

the text below.  

Staying project-driven. We found that in MPCs, organizational actors may broaden 

their orientations towards realizing changing objectives when organizational and project 

interests remain aligned. Actors are likely to open-up or transform boundaries to be able to 

create a joint approach to coordinate work tasks towards the realization of the new 

objectives. In Gyakuten, AnconeCN remained project-oriented even when asked repeatedly  
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TA
B

LE 5.5 | Exem
plary quotes of unfolding interests and orientations 

2
nd order them

es 
1

st order categories 
Exem

plary quotes 
5. Staying 
project-
driven 

5a. Securing 
alignm

ent of 
interests in 
ongoing 
interaction 

R. Starting collaboration 
w

ith creating alignm
ent 

and shared interpretation 
of w

ork scope, deliverables, 
and com

m
on objectives 

betw
een parties 

R. “I w
ould say to w

ork in m
ulti execution project office, the alignm

ent is num
ber one. Second is very 

clear scope of w
ork and responsibility . . . So, the deliverables at least m

ust be set up very clearly at 
the beginning. W

hen w
e have the clarification m

eeting, w
e agree [on] the com

m
on objectives. W

e 
have to get this in a m

eeting docum
ent to reflect w

hat is the project objectives . . . Because w
e have 

different team
s in the project, so w

hen you have com
m

on objectives you have a clear vision for each 
people.” (A

nconeCN
) 

 
S. N

otifying other party 
w

hen encountering 
difficulties and start 
discussing solutions 
together 

S. “Even [w
hen] w

e encounter[ed] difficulties or . . . som
e argum

ent w
ith them

. A
t that m

om
ent, w

e 
alw

ays started discussing how
 to get the solutions. W

e didn’t point out w
ho is w

rong and w
ho . . . 

but w
e discuss ok this is the situation, this is the case so w

e have to solve, how
 to solve?” (M

irenJP)  

5b. Show
ing 

intentions 
T. Show

ing interest in 
learning from

 each other 
T. “So this is w

hat I w
ill see w

e got these tw
o things together. I ask our engineers: ‘W

e need to learn 
from

 Japanese colleagues, they are w
orking on a very detailed level and dig out all the questions. 

This is our shortage. O
ur shortcom

ing.’ A
nd our Japanese say in return: ‘W

e only have questions and 
you respond very quickly and you’re w

orking according to the schedule’.” (A
nconeCN

) 
6. Becom

ing 
organization-
driven 

6a. A
ssum

ing 
alignm

ent of 
interests  

U
. Q

uickly starting w
ork 

engineering disciplines and 
A

nconeBE project 
m

anagem
ent gradually 

discovering discrepancy 
betw

een w
hat the contract 

and w
hat the client w

ants  

U
. “It's very easy to say: ‘w

ell, you’ve constructed the first factory, you’ve constructed the second 
factory, so you have everything and can start im

m
ediately’. A

ctually, w
e did start pretty quickly. A

ll 
engineering disciplines w

ere already on board w
hen I joined. So, after four w

eeks, everyone w
as on 

speed. But I soon noticed together w
ith Ralph at that m

om
ent that there w

as som
ething w

rong w
ith 

it says in the contract and w
hat the client is saying w

hat he w
ants.” (A

nconeBE) 

 
V. N

egotiating A
nconeBE's 

w
ork scope during China 

visit results in heated 
conflict betw

een A
nconeBE 

and M
iraiN

L project 
m

anagem
ent 

V. “A
nd in China, a bom

b exploded betw
een Patrick and the [A

nconeBE] project m
anager . . . 

Som
etim

es it w
as w

ith ‘draw
n knives’ against each other, sadly enough” (A

nconeBE) 

6b H
iding 

intentions 
W

. A
nconeBE project 

m
anagem

ent secretly 
adapting the w

ork of 
engineering disciplines 
w

hen it w
as not explicitly 

stated in the contract  

W
. “A

nd then the w
orks of som

e of the disciplines w
ere adapted a bit. A

 bit less of this, this isn’t in 
there [the contract] explicitly so you don’t do that.” (A

ncone BE) 
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to take on part of the work tasks that originally fell under AnconeBE’s work scope. This was 

evidenced by their efforts to secure alignment in ongoing interaction and being 

transparent about their intentions.  

Securing alignment in ongoing interaction. Whether parties’ orientations stay project-

oriented or become oriented towards organizational requirements for coordination, when 

facing unexpected events, may depend on how they seek alignment of project and 

organizational interests. At Gyakuten’s start, AnconeCN’s project manager Meng Rui for 

instance shared his view that jointly solving problems in multiparty engineering projects 

required shared understanding of the project’s direction (R), which was also recognized by 

MirenJP’s engineering manager Naoki-san: “So to make the integrated team [with 

AnconeCN] it’s very important to talk and find [the] same direction to achieve. Once we 

could make such good mutual understanding, we could solve the problem together.” They 

therefore held a “clarification meeting” at the start in which they jointly specified and reach 

agreement on “common objectives” that were then confirmed in a shared “meeting 

document”. But securing alignment of project and organizational interests in view of 

Gyakuten’s scope changes required ongoing negotiation. The two parties for instance 

discussed on an ongoing basis what MirenJP and AnconeCN engineers should be working 

on. Similarly, when AnconeCN’s engineering manager Yi Jue encountered problems that 

might “cause some budget impact or schedule impact”, she immediately “talked [about] 

this issue” with MirenJP’s project manager Naoki-san. In those situations, Naoki-san noted, 

they “didn't point out who is wrong” as they heard was happening between MiraiNL and 

AnconeBE but “always started discussing how to get the solutions” (S). Such ongoing 

interactions enabled parties to quickly reach agreement and develop a joint approach to 

task execution that met both project and organizational requirements for coordination. 

Showing intentions. Coordinating work tasks further depend on whether or not 

organizational actors are transparent about their intentions. Actors may open-up 

boundaries when they are willing to show their intentions. As AnconeCN’s director Drew 

explained, despite their initial distrust, MirenJP members saw that “the guys in China were 

trying to look after their interests” and “were getting things done”. This “mutual 

appreciation” allowed parties to combine their differences and learn from each other. 

Similarly, Meng Rui emphasized the strengths of the Japanese engineers, and urged his 

Chinese engineers to “learn from Japanese colleagues” (T). He saw Naoki-san doing the 
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same within his team.  

Being transparent about their intensions and the work that was carried out, together 

with securing the alignment of interests in ongoing interaction helped AnconeCN and 

MirenJP to overcome differences in working styles. They gradually developed a joint 

approach for coordinating the design work. When confronted with Gyakuten’s scope 

change from a ‘confirmed’ to an ‘optimized’ scope, this helped the two parties to broaden 

their orientations towards jointly realizing renewed project objectives. They took 

responsibility for the extra engineering work that MiraiNL asked them to do. Also, 

AnconeCN accepted the extra work when they discovered at the end that AnconeBE had 

not taken care of it, as Yi Jue described: “So at the final stage we find some of the work, none 

of the team took care of this . . . at the final stage we find this issue and we just took over all 

this work [from AnconeBE] and we can use our short time to fix these issues.” (AnconeCN 

engineering manager). The opening-up of boundaries thus helped parties to accommodate 

the relational complexity necessary for the timely completion of work tasks, in line with 

project objectives that were less clearly defined in advance and subject to change over the 

course of their collaboration.  

Becoming organization-driven. We observed that actors may also narrow their 

orientations towards meeting organizational requirements when organizational and 

project interests diverge or become conflicting. Actors then are likely to create or maintain 

boundaries to be able to independently coordinate work tasks towards their own 

interpretation of MPCs objectives. In Gyakuten, continued disagreement about contractual 

agreements in the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation resulted in AnconeBE becoming increasingly 

oriented towards meeting organizational requirements for coordination. They thereby 

significantly obstructed the realization of project objectives. This was evidenced by parties 

initially expecting alignment of their interests and AnconeBE gradually obfuscating their 

intentions.  

Expecting alignment of interests. When parties initially expect alignment of project and 

organizational interests and refrain from assessing this from the outset, misunderstandings 

may lead to parties gradually orienting towards organizational requirements for 

coordination. At Gyakuten, some AnconeBE members had previously supported MiraiNL in 

engineering projects and hence, were familiar with its production technology. Having 

contractually agreed upon each party’s contributions, AnconeBE and MiraiNL therefore 
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thought to make a quick start with the engineering work. In practice, however, task 

execution got significantly delayed as parties discovered their different interpretations 

about their contractual agreements. AnconeBE’s engineering manager Louis was added to 

the project one month after Gyakuten started (U). Following the discovery of parties’ 

different interpretations, he participated in several meetings aimed “to outline everything 

that we’re still going to do” and to ensure “that we had a tight plan of how we would 

continue working”. Yet, instead of resolving the issue and reach agreement, these meetings 

led to heated arguments between AnconeBE and MiraiNL’s project management. In fact, “a 

bomb exploded” between the two parties when they simultaneously visited AnconeCN’s 

office (V). This left AnconeBE no other option than to replace its project manager and search 

for a different way to continue their collaboration, as the money was warmly welcomed in 

times of financial downturn.  

Hiding intentions. Actors may create boundaries when they wish to hide their 

intentions. At Gyakuten, AnconeBE and MiraiNL did manage to reach partial agreement on 

AnconeBE’s work scope, with AnconeBE initially trying to follow MiraiNL’s interpretation of 

their work scope. But with various scope changes that followed, this did not prove a 

satisfactory solution. Organizational pressure to stay within time and budgetary constraints 

forced AnconeBE project management to strictly adhere to their contractual obligations as 

stated in the original offer. An AnconeBE engineer illustrated:  

 
“So, he [project leader AnconeBE] was actually the person who put us under pressure because that 
change wasn’t approved by the client. He said okay, then we stick to the contract . . . We only do what’s 
in that offer. So that was a pretty rigid attitude at a certain moment to stay within those costs. Why? 
Because management felt if we go over budget then we’re never going to get paid.”  

 
These strict organizational requirements limited the space for AnconeBE members to 

accommodate Gyakuten’s various scope changes. To obfuscate what work was actually 

carried out, AnconeBE therefore purposefully created boundaries in its relation with 

MiraiNL. Instead of investing in joint mechanisms to coordinate work tasks to get the extra 

work done in line with project and organizational requirements, AnconeBE developed a 

complicated process for granting approval for work tasks. This allowed AnconeBE project 

management to secretly adapt the work of its engineering disciplines – as long as it was not 

explicitly stated in the contract (W) 

Hence, expecting initial alignment of interests and hiding their intensions resulted in 

AnconeBE favoring to independently coordinate work tasks. In doing so, AnconeBE 
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narrowed its orientation towards meeting organizational requirements for coordination. 

With AnconeBE project management being instructed to strictly stay within budget, its 

engineers ended up in a deadlock as the collaboration continued. An AnconeBE engineer 

described how the “technical people from the departments . . . would like to see something 

happening” as they realized the tasks assigned to them were necessary for realizing project 

objectives. Yet, he often had to explain to his MiraiNL counterpart he couldn’t start the work 

“because those and those things, I still have to get approval for”. Instead of developing a 

complete engineering design with the right specifications, they increasingly focused on 

strictly meeting their contractual obligations. Creating boundaries between parties thus 

prevented parties to accommodate the relational complexity necessary for coordinating 

work tasks in line with Gyakuten’s changing project scope. Together these findings explain 

how organizational actors enact boundary work to achieve coordination and their 

outcomes, which we integrated in an overall theoretical model (figure 5.4). 

 

5.5 Discussion 

In this Chapter, we sought to further understanding of the relation between boundary work 

and coordination in complex multiparty collaboration (MPC). Coordination theory suggests 

that the frequent problems encountered in multiparty collaboration (MPC) can be 

explained by the absence of appropriate design mechanisms. However, there are various 

reasons to believe that such designed mechanisms may be insufficient for achieving 

coordination in this context. First, when correctly anticipated, designed mechanisms may 

help to address coordination challenges. However, it is more likely that actors perceive 

appropriate coordination solutions according to their own bounded rationality (Gulati et 

al., 2012; March and Simon, 1958, p. 203). Further, it is highly uncertain how coordination 

challenges manifest in actual practice. Therefore, achieving coordination may require 

improvised solutions alongside designed mechanisms. Building upon a practice 

perspective, we offer an alternative explanation for why coordination in MPC is often 

challenging, attending to how work tasks are coordinated within and across multiple 

collaborative relations. We thereby address an important but overlooked issue in the study 

of coordination in MPC, and similar forms of complex inter-organizational collaboration: 

that coordinating work tasks in those contexts requires actors to reconcile project and 

organizational requirements for coordination. This study seeks to provide novel insight into 
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this matter by studying how collaborating parties in complex multiparty collaboration 

enacted boundary work towards achieving coordination.  

Our study of the Gyakuten Project allowed us to examine how, alongside designed 

solutions, actors’ ad-hoc improvisations provided emergent solutions to address 

coordination challenges that manifested as the collaboration unfolded, the boundary work 

involved, and their outcomes for realizing project objectives. Studying how these 

coordination challenges were addressed in practice holds important implications for 

understanding coordination processes in MPC.  

 

5.5.1 Theoretical implications  

The insights from our study contribute to our understanding of coordination processes in 

cross-boundary collaboration in at least three ways. First, they reveal the unpredictability of 

how coordination challenges manifest in MPC. Coordination literature has identified several 

causes of coordination challenges in complex inter-organizational collaborations, such as 

cultural and cognitive differences (Berends et al., 2011; Gulati et al., 2012, p. 538-539). Our 

findings, however, show that the way coordination challenges manifest may be more 

unpredictable than acknowledged in the literature. In Gyakuten, we observed that while 

anticipated coordination challenges posed few issues in practice, unanticipated challenges 

(e.g., the physical boundary separating the workspaces of AnconeCN and MirenJP 

engineers and differences in working styles) did. Further, while few coordination challenges 

were anticipated in the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation, it was here where achieving 

coordination proved most problematic. These findings imply that it may not only be costly 

and time consuming to design appropriate coordination mechanisms in advance, but may 

also prove insufficient for achieving coordination in practice.  

Second, our findings highlight the importance of emergent coordination processes in 

MPC, especially when actors cannot rely on existing coordination practices and difficulty of 

defining and formalizing work tasks in advance can lead to changes in parties’ work scopes 

(Faraj and Xiao, 2006; Hegaze and Khalifa, 1996; Jarzabkowski et al., 2012, p. 908). Practice-

based studies have acknowledged the role of emergent coordination processes, advancing 

our understanding of coordination as an ongoing accomplishment that is achieved in 

everyday practice (Faraj and Xiao, 2006; Jarzabkowski et al., 2012; Okhuysen and Bechky, 

2009). These studies have been valuable and insightful in theorizing the role of objects and 
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emergent practices for coordinating interdependent work tasks (e.g., Bechky, 2003; Bruns, 

2012; Carlile, 2002; Faraj and Xiao, 2006). However, with their focus on collaborations that 

take place inside organizations, these studies have left unaddressed emergent mechanisms 

for coordination in cross-boundary collaborations, where work is coordinated within and 

across multiple collaborative relations. As a consequence, little is known about emergent 

coordination processes in complex inter-organizational collaborations, such as MPC.  

Our study contributes to this stream of literature by identifying two contrasting 

mechanisms through which actors addressed coordination challenges as their 

collaboration unfolded. These coordination mechanisms comprised sequences of actions 

that provide situated, improvised, and novel solutions for achieving coordination in 

practice. In the AnconeCN-MirenJP relation, coordination was achieved through a sequence 

of actions that were developed relationally, opened-up boundaries, and made work visible 

to each other. This enabled the timely completion of work tasks in line with evolving project 

objectives. In the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation, however, coordination was achieved through 

a sequence of actions that were developed independently by AnconeBE, created 

boundaries, and made their work invisible. While this did allow parties to complete their 

work tasks in line with organizational requirements for coordination and what they believed 

was contractually agreed upon. Their work outputs however, failed to align with the work 

of others and the project’s latest objectives.  

Moreover, our findings challenge current understandings in coordination literature 

that effective coordination mechanisms should be aimed at reducing the relational 

complexity of MPC (e.g., Eppinger et al., 1994; Gulati et al., 2012; Mihm et al., 2003). Our 

findings describe how the coordination mechanisms that emerged variously 

accommodated relational complexity to complete their work tasks. In the AnconeCN-

MirenJP relation, actors managed to accommodate relational complexity, through 

developing mechanisms that facilitated frequent, intense, and diverse interactions, and 

which supported the timely completion of their work tasks, even though they were subject 

to change and increased in scope. In the AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation, in contrast, actors 

failed to develop mechanisms that could accommodate relational complexity, by restricting 

the frequency, intensity and multiplicity of interactions among AnconeBE and MiraiNL 

engineers. Even though their work scope had been reduced, this prevented the completion 

of work tasks in line with Gyakuten’s latest objectives, thereby negatively affecting the 
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project as a whole. Based on these findings we conclude that in cross-boundary 

collaborations where work tasks are hard to define and formalize in advance, but are 

clarified as the collaboration unfolds, managing interdependencies between parties 

becomes more important. Therefore, effective coordination mechanisms should be able to 

accommodate – rather than reduce – the relational complexity necessary for doing so on 

an ongoing basis. By illustrating these two mechanisms for achieving coordination in an 

emergent manner, and their consequences, our findings also offer helpful insights for 

practice 

Third, we theorize the relation between boundary work and emergent coordination 

processes in MPC, thereby explaining why and how different mechanisms for coordination 

can emerge. Literature on inter-organizational collaboration has acknowledged the need 

to advance our understanding of when and how coordination mechanisms emerge and 

change, and how this affects the efficiency and effectiveness of coordination (Gulati et al., 

2012, p. 554). It has also identified the challenge of balancing project and organizational 

requirements for coordination. Yet, little is known about how this coordination challenge is 

addressed in practice. Especially, extant research has left unexplained the important 

boundary work (Gieryn, 1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010) 

involved in achieving coordination in complex inter-organizational settings. This might be 

less of an issue for collaborations that take place inside organizations. However, it may 

prove more salient as collaborations increasingly take place across organizational 

boundaries, where actors cannot rely on existing coordination practices (Human and 

Provan, 2000; Gulati et al., 2012, p. 539) and coordinating work tasks involves the balancing 

of project- and organizational requirements for coordination (Bamford et al., 2003; Das and 

Teng, 2002).  

The two coordination mechanisms we identified in our case differed in terms of the 

boundary work enacted. In the AnconeCN-MirenJP relation, we observed a positive spiral 

or ‘mutual positive reinforcement’ (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 561), where the opening-up of 

boundaries between collaborating parties and creation of joint coordination practices 

lowered coordination costs. AnconeCN engineers utilized the knowledge and expertise of 

their MirenJP counterparts, which left them with more time and resources to complete the 

engineering design work. In this way, they were able to get more work done while 

complying with both project and organizational requirements for coordination. In the 
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AnconeBE-MiraiNL relation, we observed a negative spiral or ‘mutual reinforcement of 

problems’ (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 561), where creating boundaries and reliance on 

independent coordination practices (e.g., AnconeBE's internal task approval structure) 

increased coordination costs. AnconeBE engineers thereby were unable to fully utilize the 

knowledge and resources of their MiraiNL counterparts to complete the engineering design 

work and cost estimate analysis. This left them with less time and resources to get the work 

done and reinforced their orientation towards organization over project requirements for 

coordination.  

With a focus on boundary work, we further theoretical insight on how emergent 

mechanisms for coordination affect the efficiency and effectiveness of coordination in 

cross-boundary collaboration (Gulati et al., 2012, p. 554). They highlight how creating or 

opening-up boundaries provide different solutions for actors to coordinate work tasks as 

they balance project and organization requirements for coordination. They also highlight 

the consequences of such boundary work for the realization of collaboration outcomes: 

whereas coordinating through opening-up boundaries may contribute to the realization of 

evolving objectives in MPC, creating boundaries can actually prevent it.  

These findings also shed light on the relation between emergent coordination and 

actors’ unfolding interests. While we know that actors may have different interests that can 

lead to different understandings of what constitutes appropriate mechanisms for 

coordination (De Clercq et al., 2008; Zeng and Chen, 2003), actually little is known about 

how it affects the way coordination is achieved in practice. Further, while the prioritization 

of project and organizational requirements for coordination is recognized as a primary 

source of tension in MPC (De Clercq et al., 2008), empirical research on how actors balance 

these two categories of interests has remained sparse (Bamford et al., 2003; Das and Teng, 

2002). We found a sociological view of interests particularly relevant. It views interests as 

the driving force of action (Swedberg, 2003a, p. 292) but also recognizes that the orientation 

of action is determined in interaction (Kaplan, 2008; Swedberg, 2003; Weber, [1922], 1978, 

p. 4; [1915] 1946b, p. 280). In the context of MPC, such a view recognizes that actors’ 

interests are not fixed but subject to change (Kaplan, 2008, p. 744) as project objectives and 

collaborative relations between parties evolve over time (Kaplan, 2008, p. 729). With respect 

to coordinating work tasks, it suggests that actors’ orientations in coordinating their work 

may change over time, informed by both project-and organization-level interests.  
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We found that actors may broaden their orientation towards jointly realizing renewed 

project objectives or narrow their orientation towards organizational ones, depending on 

whether or not they perceive the interests of the organization and the project remain 

aligned. When confronted with unexpected challenges, such as Gyakuten’s scope change 

from an updated to a confirmed scope, AnconeCN’s organization interests remained 

aligned with those of the project. Together with MirenJP they developed coordination 

mechanisms that made their work visible and transparent to each other (Bruns, 2012; 

Kellogg et al., 2006; Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009, p. 491). They did so by opening-up 

boundaries and developing a joint approach to coordination. AnconeBE, in contrast, 

perceived the renewed project objectives to be conflicting with organizational interests to 

stay within time and budget. Orienting towards the latter, they created boundaries and 

independently developed coordination mechanisms that allowed them to modify or 

disregard certain work tasks. They did so by making their work invisible for MiraiNL, thereby 

preventing the monitoring and alignment of work with other parties (Ansari et al., 2010; 

Rogers, 1995).  

Our findings thus show that it is through ongoing interaction that actors refine their 

understanding of the work necessary to realize project objectives. Changes in project 

objectives lead actors to assess whether renewed objectives are still aligned with 

organizational interests to complete work tasks within time and budget. How project and 

organizational interests inform actors’ orientations (Swedberg, 2003a, p. 274) to 

coordinating work tasks thus depends on how project objectives evolve during 

collaboration and their alignment with organizational interests. Actors are likely to create 

joint mechanisms for coordinating work tasks in line with project objectives when 

collaboration and organizational interests remain aligned. However, when collaboration 

and organizational interests are perceived as becoming divergent, actors are likely to create 

independent mechanisms for coordination that meet contractual obligations yet are not 

necessarily in line with project objectives. By showing how the alignment of project and 

organizational interests shape actors’ orientation to coordinating work tasks, we contribute 

to theoretical insight on why and how positive cycles for coordination emerge and evolve 

in cross-boundary collaboration (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Gulati et al., 2012, p. 563).  
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5.5.2 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

In this Chapter, we offered a practice-based account of how organizational actors enacted 

boundary work towards achieving coordination in MPC. First, while diverse in their 

disciplinary expertise and national and organizational affiliation, our participants were 

predominantly male. Future research could explore the transferability of our findings to 

contexts with different gender and cultural compositions. Similarly, future research can also 

build upon the research presented here by assessing whether parties in leadership 

positions are more inclined to orient towards organizational interests than other parties at 

operational levels. Second, in our case, AnconeBE intentionally created boundaries as a way 

to adhere to their contractual agreements with MiraiNL while simultaneously complying 

with organization-level requirements. However, such behavior can also happen 

unintentionally, when actors narrow their orientations in an attempt to prioritize their work 

(March and Simon, 1958). Future research should aim to address whether this difference in 

intentionality leads to different project-level outcomes. A third limitation of this study is its 

methodology, with theoretical insights being derived from our analysis of a single research 

case. Gyakuten can be viewed as an extreme case, fruitful for developing theory as it 

encourages us to attend to individuality, complexity, and variety (Starbuck, 2005). Further, 

while we relied on different methods of data collection, our findings are limited to the 

period of Front End Engineering. We also acknowledge the lack of real-time observational 

data. We therefore encourage to use our findings as a starting point for more longitudinal, 

multi-sited ethnographic research on coordination in multiparty collaboration. 

 

5.5.3 Implications for practice 

This study expands empirical understanding of coordination, both in terms of the 

organizational context studied – a multiparty engineering project – and the type of 

practices analyzed – boundary work. MPCs have become increasingly important for 

realizing projects that require highly specialized expertise. Especially when engineering 

work increasingly takes place with external parties, organizational actors are confronted 

with novel coordination challenges. This study holds important implications in relation to 

one such challenge: how collaborating parties enact boundary work to achieve 

coordination when it requires the balancing of organization- and project-level 

requirements. First, the challenges of MPC are often attributed to insufficient specification 
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of appropriate design solutions, thereby leaving unaddressed how coordination is achieved 

in actual practice. Instead of trying to specify all coordination mechanisms in advance we 

argue in favor of a more balanced approach that leaves room for ad hoc adaptation and 

improvisation, as collaborations, their complexities and interdependencies, unfold. 

Reserving enough time to discuss how coordination can best be achieved, and what is 

needed to make that possible, may therefore form an important step.  

Second, in MPC, the alignment of project objectives with organizational interests 

remains a delicate balancing act (Bamford et al., 2003; Das and Teng, 2002; Tuertscher et al., 

2014, p. 1580). As collaboration unfolds, organizational actors should search for ways to 

better reconcile project and organization requirements for coordination. We argue that 

boundary work forms an important part of this balancing act. Third, to ensure that 

interdependent parties remain project oriented when confronted with unexpected events, 

organizations should allow their members sufficient flexibility to search for ways to 

accommodate the relational complexity necessary for jointly achieving work tasks in line 

with both organization- and project requirements. Managerial support for actors can 

thereby focus on the alignment and joint monitoring of work through opening-up 

boundaries, developing shared practices, or adopting those of the other. This may help to 

address common challenges in engineering projects, for instance posed by clients being 

initially vague about their technical scope and last-minute design changes while 

simultaneously dealing with tight budgets (Hegazy and Khalifa, 1996, p. 4.3). 

 

5.5.4 Conclusion 

This study examined a multiparty collaboration among four groups of engineers from the 

Japanese MNC Mirai Corporation and the engineering contractor Ancone. Specifically, we 

studied how and why collaborating parties engaged in boundary work to achieve 

coordination, and their consequences for the realization of project objectives. Our findings 

describe the emergent mechanisms for achieving coordination through opening-up and 

creating boundaries. Our analysis pushes organization theory beyond relatively static ideas 

about coordination and complexity. We suggest that achieving coordination in MPC 

requires emergent solutions alongside designed mechanisms. Furthermore, boundary 

work may play an important role in balancing organization- and project-level requirements 

for coordination as collaborations unfold. In doing so, this study contributes to organization 
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theory on relational complexity, emergent coordination, and boundary work in 

contemporary organizing. We conclude that the opening-up of boundaries can be of critical 

importance for accommodating the relational complexity necessary for achieving 

coordination and realizing project objectives.  

 

Notes 
1 Pseudonyms are used for all organizations, the project and its members to ensure anonymity of the research 
setting and participants. 
2 At the time of the project, political tensions between Japan and China raised again because of the disputed 
Sankaku (also known as Diaoyu) islands. For years, the two countries have been squabbling over the 
ownership of these islands, not only for national pride but also for fishing rights and gas exploitation.  
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